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of silver halide epitaxy standards for the
measurement of silver halide grain
morphologies. Morphological
characteristics, including equant aspect
ratio, thickness, edge, and point symmetry
were measured using two sets of (111)
parallel-oriented and (111) prismatic or
lamellar epitaxy standards. These data are
taken from a single set of standards
synthesized by our laboratory, which we
call the (111) standards. The (111)
standards are similar to, but distinct from,
the slanted, parallel-oriented epitaxy
standards often used for comparable
measurements. The (111) standards
measure thickness distributions and edge
distribution, and they can be used to
measure grain size distributions with
arbitrary grain shapes, including wedges. A
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third set of crystallographic-orientation
standards was also synthesized. These
standards are thinner than the other two
sets, and they are perfect, nearly
parallelogram, (210) apexes. These
standards have been used to measure
silver halide emulsion shapes to determine
the relation of crystallographic orientation
to size and shape. The (111) silver halide
epitaxy standards and the (210) apex
standards are available from SRI
International, Menlo Park, CA.Q: How do
you load a function with an output of an
object? I have a couple classes that
emulate keystroke events that I am trying
to use in a C#/WPF application. I want to
define a function that inputs a keyboard
event (either user input or key press
event), and returns the object
corresponding to that event type. For
example, the function would look like this:
FluidInputListener.KeyPressed(sender, obj)
How do I define a function that has an
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output that is an object, in this case,
FluidInputListener, as well as the sender?
A: The way I would approach this would be
to use Type.GetTypeFromDelegate. This
will give you a Type object that you could
then cast back to your original object. It's
just a guess, but the below could work:
static void Main(string[] args) { Class1 c =
new Class
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